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Webinar Basics
• CPE Credit

• Polling question responses required

• Allow 30 days to receive certificate

• Questions

• Use the Q&A section on Zoom 

• Zoom Chat function is disabled

• Event Disclaimer
• This material is being used by Elliott Davis during an oral presentation; it is not a 

complete record of the discussion. This presentation is for informational purposes 
and does not contain or convey specific advice. It should not be used or relied upon 
in regard to any particular situation or circumstances without first consulting the 
appropriate advisor. No part of the presentation may be circulated, quoted, or 
reproduced for distribution without prior written approval from Elliott Davis. 



Agenda
• Introduction

• 2020 ACFE Report to the Nations

• Updating your Fraud Risk Assessment

• External Fraud Threats to Consider
 Employment Fraud
 Business Email Compromise

 When a Donor is Compromised
 For Governments – Spotting Corruption

• Q&A



Internal Fraud Threat 

2020 ACFE Report to the Nations



Polling Question 1: 

According to the ACFE’s 2020 Report to the Nations, which industry group experienced the most 

occupational fraud? 

A) Government & public administration

B) Religious, charitable, or social services

C) Education

Sizing up the Victims
2020 ACFE Report  to  the Nat ions

Source:  ACFE Report to the Nations: 2020 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse



By the Numbers - Government
2020 ACFE Report  to  the Nat ions

Source:  ACFE Report to the Nations: 2020 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse, Government Edition



By the Numbers – Non-Profits
2020 ACFE Report  to  the Nat ions

Source: ACFE Report to the Nations: 2020 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse



Updating your Fraud Risk 
Assessment



Polling Question 2: 

In your opinion, the occurrence of fraud during a social or economic crisis is: 

A) Higher

B) Lower

C) The Same – but more easily detected

D) The Same – but less easily detected

Does the Threat Really Change? 
Updat ing your  Fraud Assessment 



5 Points of Focus: 

1) Considers Various Types of Fraud

2) Assesses Incentives and Pressures

3) Assesses Opportunity

4) Assesses Attitudes and Rationalizations

5) Considers the Risks Related to the Use of IT and Access to Information

Updating a Fraud Risk Assessment
Updat ing your  Fraud Assessment 

Source: AICPA’s five points of focus for CC 3.3 related to COSO Principle 8



Pressures & Incentives
• Financial Pressure

• At work
• At home

• “Battlefield” Promotions

Fraud Risk Assessment & COVID-19
Updat ing your  Fraud Assessment 

Rationalization
• Loss of pay

• Loss of benefits

• Dissatisfaction with 
COVID-19 response

Opportunities
• Remote workforce

• Cloud computing

• New vendors

• Urgency & uncertainty

• Fewer employees or 
managers

• “Battlefield” promotions

Images Source: ACFE Report to the Nations: 2020 Global Study on Occupational Fraud and Abuse



1. Opportunity to re-assess risk areas
• Vendor selection
• Employee relationships with vendors
• Employee relationships with each other

2. Opportunity to re-assess employee duties
• Who should perform?
• Who should review?

3. Opportunity to implement new controls

4. Higher Rate of detection of fraud 
• Assessing financial and operational metrics
• Outliers may be easier to spot

Opportunities for Good
Updat ing your  Fraud Assessment 

CRISIS

OPPORTUNITY



E x t e r n a l  F r a u d  T h r e a t s  t o  C o n s i d e r

Employment Fraud



The Scheme: 

1) Create job posting, often for remote work

2) Engage and “interview” candidates

3) “Hire” candidates

4) Send new hires checks to purchase equipment and software from approved vendor(s)

Goal: New hires send along funds to “equipment vendors” prior to learning the check they deposited is 

a bad one. 

Employment Fraud
External  Fraud Threats to  Consider



The Scheme
External  Fraud Threats to  Consider



• Your Donor

• Your Vendor

• Your Entity

Who loses? 
External  Fraud Threats to  Consider



E x t e r n a l  F r a u d  T h r e a t s  t o  C o n s i d e r

Business Email 
Compromise



Business Email Compromise (BEC)
• Sophisticated scam

• Targets small, medium, large businesses and individuals

• Steps: 

1. Compromise key email account (social engineer, hack, or spoof)

2. Request funds transfer (change account info, if necessary)

3.   Quickly move funds out of initial destination account

External  Fraud Threats to  Consider



Polling Question 3: 

Has your organization implemented any additional controls to combat the threat of Business Email 

Compromise? 

A) Yes

B) No

C) Not yet – but we plan to

Implementing BEC Specific Controls
External  Fraud Threats to  Consider



BEC & COVID-19
External  Fraud Threats to  Consider

COVID-19 EFFECTS ON BEC RISK: 

• Increased cloud computing

• Remote workforce

• New vendors required

• Schemes play on fear

#BECareful



In the News
Business Emai l  Compromise 



• Hacking or impersonation of advisor for donor fund

• “Advisor” requests funds wired to bank account hacker could access - >$2,000,000

• Interception of emails from Non-profit to the fund advisor

• Introduction of new CFO to communicate with instead of the fund advisor

• Happened multiple times over 2 months

• Discovered with the donor fund was overdrawn 

• Non-profit ended up replenishing donor fund

BEC and Donor Advised Funds
Business Emai l  Compromise



Behind the BEC Curtain: A Case Study
Ramon Abbas aka Ray Hushpuppi

Source: https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/12/us/ray-hushpuppi-alleged-money-laundering-trnd/index.html



Hushpuppi: By the Numbers
•Instagram Followers: 2.5 million
• "Started out my day having sushi down at Nobu in Monte Carlo, Monaco, 

then decided to book a helicopter to have ... facials at the Christian Dior 
spa in Paris then ended my day having champagne in Gucci“

•Arrested with 11 alleged co-conspirators
•Accused of conspiring to launder hundreds of millions of 
dollars internationally 
•Luxury vehicles seized: 13, worth $6.8 million
•Funds seized: $41 million

Source: https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/12/us/ray-hushpuppi-alleged-money-laundering-trnd/index.html



BEC – Behind the Scenes
• On March 10, 2019, Coconspirator 1 requested a bank account in the U.A.E. from 

ABBAS into which approximately $5 million could be deposited from a victim in the 
United States. Coconspirator 1 told ABBAS that the “job” would be “Monday am USA 
time,” and, after some discussion, wrote, “Brother I need it now or we will lose our 
chance pls.” ABBAS responded by providing bank account information for an account 
at Commercial Bank International in Dubai, U.A.E.

• Coconspirator 1 told ABBAS that he was “doing invoice account swap” and needed 
“account open beneficiary.” When ABBAS asked, “Which country,” Coconspirator 1 
responded, “U tell me what country is best i attack But I have uk Ready live.”

Source: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA v. RAMON OLORUNWA ABBAS, also known as “Ray Hushpuppi” also known as 
“Hush” Affidavit in Removal Proceeding

• On April 30, 2019, Coconspirator 1 told ABBAS, “Brother I have 4 company’s in uk ready 
to switch bank acc on file but acc has to be open beneficiary.” After some discussion, 
Coconspirator 1 further stated, “I have a room working for me , we have leads and 
company contracts. My guy r changing acc on file for 100m contracts and there 
payment are once or twice a week 1-5m I have 4 ready to switch up.”



FBI: BEC Warning Signs 
•Unexplained urgency

•Last minute changes in wire instructions or recipient account information

•Last minute changes in established communication platforms or email 
account addresses

•Communications only in email and refusal to communicate via telephone or 
online voice or video platforms

•Requests for advanced payment of services when not previously required

•Requests from employees to change direct deposit information

Source: https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-anticipates-rise-in-business-email-compromise-schemes-related-to-the-covid-19-
pandemic



FBI: Protecting your Business 
•Verify the email address used to send emails, especially when using a mobile or 
handheld device, by ensuring the sender’s email address appears to match who it 
is coming from.

•Ensure the URL in emails is associated with the business it claims to be from.

•Be skeptical of last minute changes in wiring instructions or recipient account 
information.
•Verify any changes and Information via the contact on file—do not contact the 
vendor through the number provided in the email.

•Ensure the URL in emails is associated with the business it claims to be from.

•Be alert to hyperlinks that may contain misspellings of the actual domain name.
Source: https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-anticipates-rise-in-business-email-compromise-schemes-related-to-the-covid-19-
pandemic



Polling Question 4: 

Is your entity currently funding any construction or major renovation project? 

A) Yes

B) No

C) No, but we will in the next year

D) No, but we have in the last year

Looking for Large Vendors
External  Fraud Threat



Partners in Crime
Procurement personnel working with external parties to 
defraud the company

• Overpriced goods and services
• Inferior goods and services
• Unnecessary goods and services
• No goods and services

Most Vulnerable Sectors: state-owned enterprises 
(SOE’s), energy, utilities and mining; engineering and 
construction; and transport and logistics industries.



Protecting Against Corruption
External  Fraud Threat

Procurement Controls to Consider: 
• Involve at least 2 people
• Rotate key contacts
• Perform background checks and research on 

vendors – consider public records searches
• Get references
• Rotate key contacts

Warning Sign: 
• Communication between vendor and employee 

on personal accounts or devices



Takeaways

• Change necessitates reassessment of fraud risk 

• Fraud risk isn’t just asset misappropriation by an employee

• Cyber attacks on donors are risks to consider and protect against

• Ask employees closest to the risk – “If you were a bad guy, how would you 

defraud us?” 

• Employee polling can shed light into pressures, incentives, and 

rationalization 



Stay in touch! 

Anna-Kate Shores
anna-kate.shores@elliottdavis.com

843.266.6908


